Delonghi Electric Iconic
Exclusive to Hunt Heating

Electric Iconic Towel Rail
The Iconic electric towel rail is an ideal way to warm and dry towels as well as heat the room,
presented in a striking and functional design. Offering a high quality selection of straight towel
rails to suit any modern or traditional bathroom, equally complementing the surrounding and
the environment.
Electric towel rails are the perfect solution to offer flexible and quick comfort for your bathroom
and any other room, whether or not a central water heating system is used. The integrated easy
to use controller allows the user to be able to program the towel rail to suit their needs – which
means never having to think ahead – simply set and forget.

The smart choice.

ELECTRIC ICONIC TOWEL RAILS

Model Number

Height

Width

kW Output

ICONIC ELEC 1690X585C

1690

585

0.4

ICONIC ELEC 1690X735C

1690

735

0.5

Outputs & Dimensions

Using the controller, the user has full flexibility to program
the towel rail according to their needs. In hourly intervals
the towel rail can be programmed to operate individually for
all seven days a week. Once the towel rail is programmed it
will operate without any further involvement from the user
according to the temperatures set.
Electric Installation:
This appliance must be installed according to all electrical
regulations for which state and territory it is being fitted. If
unsure please contact an authorised electrical contractor.
The towel rail is supplied with a cable and plug which
requires a 240v AC, 50Hz supply.

Easy to install - just fit the four brackets and plug in!

MADE IN

ITALY

* Please contact Hunt Heating for terms and conditions

10 YEAR*
WARRANTY

To ensure complete flexibility the towel rail also features
four other operating modes:
Comfort Mode			
Night Mode
Two Hour Override		
Frost Protection
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